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Appearance: Milky White Liquid

Specific Gravity: 1.01

Odor: Characteristic

Ph (Conc.): 5-6

Flash Point: >385°F (196°C)

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

PACKAGING

Fiber Guard is the latest technology in short chain fluorochemicals and the latest 
generation of dye blocking with acid dye resistors. Fiber Guard provides superior 
performance in stain resistance to many long-chain fluorochemical protectors on the 
market. This protector will provide water and oil based resistance as well as giving 
superior stain prevention. Fiber Guard covers up to 5600 sq. ft. per concentrated 
gallon depending on carpet pile and density. 

Prevention: Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Response: If skin 
irritation occurs: Get medical advice/attention. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water 
for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. 
If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/ attention.  

1. Dilute by mixing 1 part Fiber Guard to 6 parts water. For maximum results mix at 1 
to 4.

2. Apply with sprayer at a rate of 400 to 800 square feet to one gallon at 30-50 psi. 
The coverage will depend on pile and density of carpet the fibers. On lower pile 
commercial carpets coverage will be around 800 sq. ft. per diluted gallon where 
heavier pile carpet requires more product and will average 400 sq. per diluted 
gallon.

3. Apply evenly over entire carpet surface making sure to overlap when spraying, 
then rake or brush  protector into carpet fiber

In-Line sprayer application for truckmounts:
1. When using a in-line sprayer make sure you replace metering tip with 1:6 or 1:4 tip 
and the sprayer will automatically dilute at that ratio no mixing required.

2. Reduce pressure at truckmount outlet to 300 psi. The coverage will depend on pile 
and density of carpet fibers. Apply with sprayer at a rate of 400 to 800 square feet to 
one gallon at 30-50 psi. The coverage will depend on pile and density of carpet the 
fibers. On lower pile commercial carpets coverage will be around 800 sq. ft. per 
diluted gallon where heavier pile carpet requires more product and will average 400 
sq. per diluted gallon.

3. Apply evenly over entire carpet surface making sure to overlap when spraying, 
then rake or brush  protector into carpet fiber. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

DIRECTIONS

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT

Fiber Guard

4x1 gal, 5 gal

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY PROTECTOR
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